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[1] A method of estimating ocean wave directional spectra using a]high-frequency (HF)
radar with a single antenna array was applied to actual ocean data. This method
incorporates the wave energy balance equation and the continuity equation of wind vectors
into the inversion method to solve the integral equation which relates a Doppler spectrum
to wave spectra. This method uses dynamic extrapolation to estimate wave spectra at
positions where the signal-to-noise (SN) ratio in Doppler spectra is not high. The
agreement of wave heights with in situ observation is good. Additionally, there is a
correlation between radar-estimated sea surface winds and winds near the HF radar
observation area. The method under consideration was found to be able to estimate wave
directional spectra in swell conditions.

Citation: Hisaki, Y. (2005), Ocean wave directional spectra estimation from an HF ocean radar with a single antenna array:
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1. Introduction

[2] It is important to be able to estimate ocean surface
wave spectra for a wide variety of marine applications
including uses in physical oceanography, wave forecasting,
ship routines and coastal engineering. One promising tech-
nology for wave measurement is high-frequency (HF) ocean
radar, which radiates HF radio waves to the sea surface and
measures ocean surface currents [Barrick et al., 1977;
Prandle and Ryder, 1985; Takeoka et al., 1995; Hisaki et
al., 2001; Hisaki and Naruke, 2003] and surface waves
[Hisaki, 1996, 2002, 2004, 2005] by analyzing the Doppler
spectra of backscattered signals.
[3] Ocean wave directional spectra can be estimated

from first- and second-order Doppler spectra by inverting
the integral equation which relates a given ocean wave
spectrum to the Doppler spectrum [Wyatt, 1990; Howell
and Walsh, 1993; Hisaki, 1996; Hashimoto and Tokuda,
1999; Hashimoto et al., 2003]. The Doppler spectrum is
described by the integral forms of the wave spectrum on
the basis of HF radio wave scattering theory from the sea
surface [Barrick, 1971; Hisaki, 1999; Hisaki and Tokuda,
2001]. The integral equation is the nonlinear form, as
adopted by Hisaki [1996], Hashimoto and Tokuda [1999]
and Hashimoto et al. [2003], whileWyatt [1990] and Howell
and Walsh [1993] adopted the linear inversion. The narrow
beam radar system, which is capable of measuring waves at a
high resolution, was used in these studies. However, the
derivation of wave spectra from the second-order Doppler
spectrum is fragile, because the second-order Doppler is
close to the noise level and is therefore often contaminated.

In addition, a large area is required to deploy the antenna
system. To ameliorate these problems, Hisaki [2005] devel-
oped a method of estimating ocean wave spectra with a
single radar. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
method that incorporates the wave model into the inversion
method to estimate wave spectra from HF ocean radar. The
wave energy balance equation and the two-dimensional
continuity equation of surface winds are used for the inver-
sion method. Identical twin experiments were conducted:
wave spectra were simulated from the wave energy balance
equation, and Doppler spectra were calculated from simu-
lated wave spectra. The wave spectra were retrieved from
calculated Doppler spectra. It is shown that this method can
dynamically extrapolate wave spectra even in an inhomoge-
neous wave field from identical twin experiments. Ocean
wave directional spectra can be estimated even at positions
where only first-order Doppler spectra are available by
incorporating the wave energy balance equation. Neverthe-
less, this new method was not applied to actual ocean data by
Hisaki [2005]. The purpose of the present study was to apply
the method developed by Hisaki [2005] to actual Doppler
spectra obtained from HF radar observation, and to compare
wave parameters with in situ observations.
[4] The method of estimating wave spectra is briefly

reviewed in section 2. Observations and data analysis are
described in section 3, and results are presented in section 4.
The conclusions and issues for future research are summa-
rized in section 5.

2. Methods

2.1. Formulation

[5] The mathematical details of the inversion method are
described by Hisaki [2005], and briefly reviewed here. A
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Doppler spectrum P(wD), which shows two sharp peaks at
wD = ±wB, is obtained on a polar grid point with origin at the
radar position, where wD is a radian Doppler frequency wB =
(2gk0)

1/2 (deep water) is the radian Bragg frequency, k0 is
the radio wave number, and g is the gravitational acceler-
ation. Wave spectra are estimated on the polar grid points.
The wave directional spectra G(w, q, r, y) = G(kf, ld, ir, ld)
at radian frequencies w, wave directions q and polar
coordinates (r, y) are estimated for grid points (w(kf),
q(ld), r(ir), y(jb)) (w = w(kf) = wmin Dw

kf�1, q = q(ld) = �p +
2p(ld � 1)/Md, r = r(ir) = rmin + Dr(ir � 1), y = y(jb) =
ymin + Dy( jb � 1), kf = 1, .., Mf, ld = 1, .., Md ir = 1, .., Nr,
jb = 1, .., NB) in four-dimensional space (w � q � r � f:
wave frequency–wave direction–polar plane), where w(kf)
is the wave radian frequency for a frequency number kf,
wmin is the minimum radian frequency, Dw is the frequency
increment, q(ld) is the wave direction for a direction
number ld, r(ir) is the distance between the radar and a
grid point for a range (index) number ir, rmin is the closest
distance from the radar, Dr is the range resolution, y(jb) is
the beam direction for a beam (index) number jb (hereafter
the direction is understood to be the counterclockwise
angle with respect to the eastward direction), ymin is the
rightmost direction, and Dy is the beam resolution. The
number Nr is the number of ranges, NB is the number of
beams, Mf is the number of wave frequencies, and Md is
the number of wave directions. In addition to wave
spectra, 10-m sea surface wind speeds uw = uw(ir, jb)
and wind directions qw = qw(ir, jb) at the grids (ir, jb) are
also estimated as explained below.
[6] The assumptions of the present method are the

following: First, the perturbation theory of HF radio wave
scattering can be applied, and the wave height is not high;
the wave field and winds are almost stationary in time; and
finally, the winds and wave fields are homogeneous in each
radar cell with radial resolution Dr and azimuthal resolution
Dy.
[7] The equations for estimating wave spectra are: (1) the

relationship between first-order Doppler spectra and wave
spectra, (2) the relationship between second-order Doppler
spectra and wave spectra, (3) the wave energy balance
equation under the assumption of stationarity, (4) the
continuity equation of wind vectors under the assumption
of no horizontal divergence, (5) regularization constraints in
frequency-direction grids, and (6) regularization constraints
in spatial radial grids. These constraints shall be referred to
as constraints C1–C6. Constraints C1 and C2 are written as

log

Z 1

0

s1 2m� 3ð ÞwDð ÞdwD

� �
� log

Z 1

�1
s1 wDð ÞdwD

� �

¼ log

Z 1

0

Pc1 2m� 3ð ÞwDð ÞdwD

� �
m ¼ 1 or 2ð Þ ð1Þ

log s2 wDð Þð Þ � log

Z 1

�1
s1 wDð ÞdwD

� �
¼ log Pc2 wDð Þð Þ; ð2Þ

respectively, where

Pci wDð Þ ¼ Pi wDð Þ
Z þ1

�1
P1 wDð ÞdwD

� ��1

ð3Þ

are the first- (i = 1) and second-order (i = 2) calibrated
Doppler spectral densities, and P1(wD) and P2(wD) are the
first- and second-order Doppler spectral densities: (P(wD) =
P1(wD) + P2(wD)). The calibration factor in equation (3) is
estimated by integrating the Doppler spectrum P(wD) with
respect to wD over the finite Doppler frequency band, which
is determined by identifying local minima around the two
first-order scattering peaks. The first-order radar cross
section s1(wD) in equation (1) is written in terms of a wave
directional spectrum G(w, q) as in equation (1) of Lipa and
Barrick [1986] and in equation (13) of Hisaki [1996]. The
integral of s1((2m � 3)wD) with respect to wD in the present
equation (1) is proportional to G(w, q) at (w, q) = (wB, y( jb) +
(m � 1)p). The second-order radar cross-section s2(wD) in
equation (2) is written by equation (3) of Lipa and Barrick
[1986] and by equation (18) of Hisaki [1996], which can be
expressed in terms of G(w, q).
[8] Constraint C3 is expressed as

Cg � rG w; qð Þ � St ¼ 0; ð4Þ

where Cg is a group velocity vector, St is the source
function, and r denotes horizontal gradient. The source
function St is the sum of the wind input source function, the
nonlinear transfer source function and the dissipation source
function. The effect of bottom friction is ignored. The
parameterization of the source functions are the same as
those presented in WAM cycle 3 [WAMDI group, 1988].
The wind input source function is expressed not only by the
wave spectrum G(w, q) but also by the surface wind vector
uw = (uw cos qw, uw sin qw).
[9] Constraint C4 is expressed as

r � uw ¼ 0: ð5Þ

Equation (5) is expressed by the polar coordinate with
origin at the radar position.
[10] Constraint C5 is expressed as

log G kf þ 1; ld
� �� �

þ log G kf � 1; ld
� �� �

þ log G kf ; ld � 1
� �� �

þ log G kf ; ld þ 1
� �� �

� 4 log G kf ; ld
� �� �

¼ 0 for 1 < kf < Mf ;

or

log G kf ; ld � 1
� �� �

þ log G kf ; ld þ 1
� �� �

� 2 log G kf ; ld
� �� �

¼ 0 for kf ¼ 1;Mf ; ð6Þ

where G(kf, ld) = G(kf, ld, ir, jb) is the wave directional
spectrum for frequency number kf and direction number ld.
[11] Constraint C6 is

Cg � rG w; qð Þ ¼ 0; ð7Þ

which is introduced not only to avoid large spatial
variations of wave spectral values in the polar plane, but
also to reduce the underestimation of wave height when
the dominant wave propagates perpendicular to the beam
direction [Wyatt, 2002]. In practice, the addition of this
constraint does not significantly increase computation
time, because equation (7) is computed simultaneously
with constraint C3 (equation (4)).
[12] The unknowns to be estimated are wave spectral

values and wind vectors. The number of the unknowns is
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Nu = Ns + 2Ng, where Ng = NrNB is the number of radial
grids, and Ns = MfMdNg is the total number of spectral
values. The total number of constraints is Nt = 3Ns + 2Ng +
KDT, where KDT is the total number of second-order Doppler
spectral values for wave estimation. The equations are
normalized by the Bragg parameter 2k0 and wB as presented
by Lipa and Barrick [1986]. These equations are discretized
in terms of wave spectral values in four-dimensional space
(w � q � r � f: wave frequency-wave direction-polar
plane), and wind vectors on the polar grids.
[13] Thus, we seek the Nu-dimensional vector x to min-

imize the objective function defined as a sum of the
weighted squared differences of constraints (C1)–(C6)
(equations (1), (2), (4), (5), (6) and (7), respectively), or

U xð Þ ¼ 1

2

XNt

K¼1

lwMFK xð Þ½ 
2; ð8Þ

where the Nu-dimensional vector x = (xL) (L = 1, . . ., Nu)
denotes spectral values, wind speeds and directions, and FK

corresponds to constraints (C1)–(C6). The component xL
denotes log(G(kf, ld, ir, jb)) for L� Ns, log(uw(ir, jb)) for Ns <
L � Ng + Ns, and qw(ir, jb) for Ng + Ns < L � Nu. The
parameter lwM (M = 1, .., 6) is the weight for constraints
(C1)–(C6).

2.2. Algorithm

[14] The process used to determine the value of x consists
of three steps. The first step is to estimate a wave spectrum
in a parametric form, the wave spectra being independent of
radial grids. The initial spectrum is actually the result of
fitting the equations for the first- and second-order Doppler
spectra with a range of model wave spectral parameters,
which are assumed to apply over the total scattering region.
The wave spectrum is estimated from constraints (C1) and
(C2) (equations (1) and (2)), and the parameters used to
describe the initial spectrum are estimated by the Monte
Carlo method. These parameters are randomly generated for
pre-decided parameter ranges, seeking parameters which
will minimize the sum of the weighted squared differences
of constraints (C1) and (C2). Wind direction is also esti-
mated in the first step, with the initial wind direction
estimated from the ratio of first-order scattering as in the
method described by Hisaki [2002].
[15] The wave spectra are also independent of radial grids

in the second step, and the number of spectral values is Mf

Md, where Mf is the number of wave frequencies and Md is
the number of wave directions. TheMf Md spectral values are
estimated in the second step from constraints (C1), (C2) and
(C5) (equations (1), (2), and (6)), minimizing the sum of the
weighted squared differences of these constraints by a
nonlinear minimization method such as the Levenberg-
Marquardt Method. The initial wind speed is estimated from
an initial frequency spectral value at a high frequency in the
second step. The wave spectra are estimated by integrating in
advance the energy balance equation (@G/@t = St) with
respect to time t until stationary conditions for various wind
speeds. The wind speed is inferred from an initial frequency
spectral value at a high frequency by comparing the spectra
calculated from the energy balance equation. The initial
guesses of wave spectra and wind vectors are determined
by the second step.

[16] The vector x to minimize U(x) (equation (8)) is
estimated in the third step using the iterative algorithm
[Hisaki, 2005]. If the number of unknowns is too large (for
example, Nu = 6080 in section 3.1), nonlinear minimization
methods such as the Levenberg-Marquardt Method cannot
be used because of the computer memory storage problem.
In the present study, we use the steepest descent method or a
modified form of the steepest descent method: The update
vector is obtained by multiplying the gradient vector of U(x)
(equation (8)) by a positive definite diagonal matrix from
the left [Hisaki, 2005]. In this case, the update vector of the
iterative algorithm has the same form as equations (49)–
(52) and (55)–(58) of Hisaki [1996], and the computer
memory storage problem can thus be avoided. The algo-
rithm in the third step guarantees that the objective function
U(x) can be reduced in each iteration. It is rare that an
algorithm with an unusually large number of unknowns
(Nu = 6080) converges on the solution minimizing the
objective function U(x) completely in a short period of
computation time. There were no cases that the algorithm
converged completely. The algorithm is terminated by the
number of iterations, and the maximum iteration number is
105. This maximum iteration number cannot be so large that
a long computation time is required. The number 105 is
likely to be valid based on the results presented in section 4.
The initial wave spectra in the first step are different from
final estimated spectra, and the algorithm is robust to the
initial guess in the first step based on the simulation results
[Hisaki, 2005]. However, the iteration is terminated by the
limited number of iterations, and the estimated solution is
dependent on the initial guess in the second step. The
dependency of estimated wave heights on the initial guess
in the second step is discussed in section 4.4.
[17] The wind speeds and directions are also updated in

the third step, however, modifications to them are small.
The wind speeds and directions are determined primarily
in the second and first steps, respectively.

3. Observations

3.1. HF Ocean Radar

[18] Observation of surface currents and waves was
conducted from 21 August to 10 September 1995 east of
Okinawa Island using the HF ocean radars of the Okinawa
Radio Observatory, Communications Research Laboratory
(Okinawa Subtropical Environment Remote-Sensing Cen-
ter, National Institute of Information and Communications
Technology). Figure 1 shows a map of the observation area.
Observation was conducted as described by Hisaki and
Naruke [2003]. Radars were located at sites A (26�0404800N,
127�4102300E) and B (26�1605500N, 127�4802600E) shown in
Figure 1, but only the radar at site A was used for the
present analysis. The radio frequency was 24.5 MHz, the
radio wavelength was 2p/k0 = 12.2 m, and the Bragg
frequency was fB = wB/(2p) = (2gk0)

1/2/(2p) is 0.506 Hz,
where g is gravitational acceleration.
[19] The range resolution of the radar was 1.5 km. The

radar was of the beam-forming type, with the beam-forming
electronically controlled by a phase shifter in real time. The
beam step was 7.5�, and the time step was 10 min. The total
beam number was 12, and Doppler spectra were be obtained
every 2 hours; wave spectra were also estimated at 2-hour
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intervals. The radar system is described in detail by Hisaki
et al. [2001].

3.2. Other Data

[20] Significant wave heights (Hs) and wave periods (Ts)
at the location Kyan (Ky in Figure 1, 26�40N, 127�430E)
were observed by the Japan Meteorological Agency
(JMA) at 1-hour intervals. The acoustic wave sensor at
a water depth of 51 m and located 1370 m off the coast
measured surface waves at 0.25-s intervals. The signifi-
cant wave heights and periods were estimated by the zero-
up-cross method [e.g., Goda, 2000] based on 20 min of
observation (4800 samples) of surface displacements. The
wave analysis data at 26�N, 128�E at 24-hour intervals
(every 9 Japan Standard Time) was supplied by the Japan
Meteorological Agency [1996] and predicted by them
using the numerical wave model presented by Uji
[1984] and adopted for wave prediction by the JMA in
1995. Surface wind data taken at 10-min intervals at the
location Itokazu (I in Figure 1, 26�090N, 127�460E,
elevation: 186 m) were also supplied by the JMA. The
resolutions of wind speeds and directions are 1 m/s and
22.5�, respectively.

3.3. Doppler Spectra Processing and Parameters

[21] The Doppler spectra were averaged in order to
reduce the computation time and the computer memory

requirements, even though the spatial resolution of averaged
Doppler spectra is coarser than that of the original Doppler
spectra. Three neighboring Doppler spectra were averaged
in the direction of the radar beam, and the three neighbor-
ing Doppler spectra were averaged in the radar range
direction. Thus nine Doppler spectra were averaged; the
center grid of the nine Doppler spectra is indicated in
Figure 1. The number of radial grid points in Figure 1 is
one ninth of that of the radial grid points for the original
Doppler spectra. The Doppler shift of the first-order peaks
from the Bragg frequency by surface currents in the
Doppler spectrum was corrected before averaging Doppler
spectra. The range and beam resolutions of averaged
Doppler spectra are 3 times larger than those of original
spectra owing to averaging. The parameters of the spatial
resolution are given by Dr = 4.5 km, Dy = 22.5, and
the number of beams by NB = 4. Other radar parameters
are rmin = 6 km, ymin =�54.5�, number of ranges Nr = 4, and
largest rangermax=rmin+(Nr�1)Dr=19.5km.The azimuthal
resolutions in kilometers are rmin Dy = 2.36 km at the
range rmin, and rmax Dy = 7.66 km at the range rmax. The
boresight direction was ya = �20.75�.
[22] The parameters of the wave spectrum are the

frequency increment Dw = 1.15, the number of wave
frequencies Mf = 21, the number of wave directions Md =
18, minimum frequency fmin = wmin/(2p) = 0.0497 Hz, and
maximum frequency fmax = wmax/(2p) = 0.813 Hz. The total

Figure 1. HF radar observation area. Black points indicate radial grids used to estimate wave spectra.
The beam index number jb is indicated. A, B: radar positions; Ky: Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA)
wave observation point; I: JMA wind observation point.
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number of unknowns (spectral values, wind speeds and
directions) is Nu = Mf Md NrNB + Nr NB = 6080.
[23] Doppler spectra are often contaminated by noise, so

it is necessary to extract Doppler frequency ranges of
second-order Doppler spectra from Doppler spectra. Dopp-
ler frequency ranges of second-order Doppler spectra are
extracted by sorting the Doppler spectral values from the
smallest to the largest; the noise level dn is then calculated
by averaging the lowest half of the Doppler spectral values.
It is assumed that the signal levels in lowest half of the
Doppler spectral values are much smaller than both the
noise level and second-order Doppler spectral values for
wave estimation. Doppler frequency ranges of first-order
Doppler spectra [wDl(m), wDu(m)] (m = 1, 2) are determined,
where m = 1 denotes negative Doppler frequency, and m = 2
denotes positive Doppler frequency. The Doppler frequency
bands [wDl(m), wDu(m)] (m = 1, 2) are determined by
identifying local minima around the two first-order peaks.
The second-order Doppler peaks are also identified from
the four sidebands that surround the first-order Doppler
peaks. The second-order Doppler peaks of the four side-
bands are sought in Doppler frequency ranges �1.6wB <
wD < wDl(1), wDu(1) < wD < �0.5wB, 0.5wB < wD < wDl(2),
and wDu(2) < wD < 1.6wB. If the second-order Doppler
peak level in a given Doppler frequency range is larger
than the threshold, the second-order Doppler peak is
identified. This criterion is 10log10(Sp)  10log10 dn +
10log10 3, where Sp is the second-order Doppler peak
level. The second-order Doppler peak level is larger than
the noise level by more than 3 dB. If the second-order
Doppler peak does not meet the threshold, the sideband is
not used for wave estimation.
[24] The number of sidebands used for wave estimation

(from zero to four) is dependent on the signal-to-noise
(SN) ratio of the Doppler spectrum. In cases in which no
sideband is used for wave estimation, the wave spectrum
at the position is interpolated or extrapolated from the
constraints C3 (equation (4)) and C6 (equation (7)).
Because the spectra at different positions are related by
the propagation term (Cg � rG(w, q)) in equations (4) and
(7), the spectrum at a radial point where the second-order
scattering is unavailable, is inferred from equations (4)
and (7). If a second-order Doppler peak is identified,
the Doppler frequency range of the second-order Doppler
spectrum is identified in the surrounding Doppler frequency
range. The identified second-order Doppler spectral level
is also larger than the noise level by more than 3 dB.
[25] Figure 2 shows examples of averaged Doppler

spectra for each (ir, jb) (ir = 1, .., Nr, jb = 1, .., NB), where
ir is the range (index) number, and jb is the beam (index)
number. The validity of the identification of the Doppler
frequency range of the second-order Doppler spectrum is
confirmed from the figures of Doppler spectra shown in
Figure 2. The second-order Doppler frequency ranges are
also indicated in Figure 2. These second-order ranges were
extracted from two or three sidebands for jb = 1 (Figure 2a),
from two sidebands for jb = 2 and 3, (Figures 2b and 2c)
and from one or two sidebands for jb = 4 (Figure 2d). The
SN ratio in the Doppler spectra for beam jb = 4 is the
poorest of all obtained examples. The HF ocean radar is
the ground wave radar. The loss of radio waves is the
largest for jb = 4, because the radio wave path is affected

by the land, whose conductivity is much lower than that of
seawater (Figure 1).

4. Results

4.1. Wave and Wind Fields

[26] Figure 3 shows time series of significant wave
heights (Hs) and periods (Ts) at Ky (Figure 1), as well
as hourly wind vectors (UI = (UIcosqI, UIcosqI)) at I
(Figure 1) during the HF radar observation period. The
significant wave height Hs = 4.5 m was the largest on
23 August 1995, and was associated with the passage of
tropical cyclone (typhoon) Janis near the HF radar observa-
tion area [Hisaki and Naruke, 2003]. The maximum wind
speed was 14.5 m/s during this period. The wave period was
Ts = 9 s on 23 August 1995, which was not the longest period
during the observation period. The perturbation theory of HF
radio wave scattering from the sea surface to the second
order (equations (1) and (2)) can be applied in the case of
wave heights are small compared to the radio wavelength.
For example, Lipa and Barrick [1982] showed that a
significant wave height of Hs, which is smaller than 2/k0,
can be applied to second-order perturbation theory, while
wave height is generally underestimated when it is higher.
This underestimation is predicted by Hisaki [1999]. The
significant wave height Hs = 4.5 m exceeds the limit of
perturbation theory. On the other hand,Wyatt [1999] showed
that wave height is underestimated in high sea-states because
the Doppler spectrum at higher Doppler frequencies is much
higher than that predicted by the theory.
[27] The wave height Hs = 3.5 m was also large on

August 30 1995, although the wind speed reached a
maximum of only 7 m/s. The longest wave period, which
was Ts = 11 s, occurred on 31 August 1995, with a wind
speed of 4 m/s. These wave and wind conditions suggest
that a swell associated with the passage of typhoon Kent
was dominant during this period. Kent formed in the
Philippine Sea, and intensified as it approached the Luzon
Strait. It then continued on a west-northwest track and made
landfall in China, just east of Hong Kong [Etro and Bassi,
1995]. Although the closest distance between typhoon
Kent and the HF radar observation area was approximately
850 km, Kent was very severe and the HF radar observa-
tion area was affected by the swell. The minimum center
pressure was 945 hPa and the maximum wind speed was
43 m/s when the center location was around 20�N, 120�E on
30 August 1995. The wind direction was almost northwest-
ward, and waves were in fetch-unlimited conditions during
the most of the HF radar observation period. The wind
direction was southwestward on 21 August, but waves in the
HF radar observation area were also in fetch-unlimited
conditions (Figure 1). If we assume that the wind direction
at I was similar to that in the HF radar observation area, the
wind directions would have been eastward or southeastward,
and the fetch-limited wave conditions would have been
encountered on 8 and 9 September 1995.
[28] Figure 4 shows the time series of waveheights (HJ),

periods (TJ) and wave directions (qJ) at 26� N and 128� E
predicted by the JMA [1996]. The general tendency of
changing wave heights and periods is the same as that shown
in Figure 3. The wave height is the largest on 23 August
1995, and the wave period is the longest on 30 August 1995.
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Figure 2. Examples of averaged Doppler spectra for beam numbers (a) jb = 1, (b) jb = 2, (c) jb = 3, and
(d) jb = 4. Lines are shifted so that they do not overlap each other. Thick line, extracted second-order
scattering region for estimating the wave spectrum; dash-dotted line, noise level. The left vertical axis
indicates the distance of each Doppler spectrum from the radar. The right vertical axis indicates the
relative signal intensity in decibels.
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The wave direction on 30 and 31 August was northward,
when swell was dominant.

4.2. Comparison of Wave Parameters

[29] The wave spectra at 2-hour intervals from 21 August
to 10 September 1995 (252 time series) were estimated.
The weights in equation (8) are lw1 = (n1/n2)

1/2, lw2 = lw3 =
lw5 = lw6 = 1, and lw4 = 102. In the second step of
the initial guess (see section 2.2), the weights are lw1 =
(n1/n2)

1/2, and lw5 = 0.1 (hereafter referred to as case 1).
The value of n1 in lw1 is the degrees of freedom of the
integrated first-order Doppler spectrum, and the value of
n2 is the degrees of freedom of the second-order Doppler
spectrum. The degrees of freedom at one Doppler spectral

point are 11 [Hisaki, 1999], and n2 = 11. The degrees of
freedom of the integrated first-order Doppler spectrum are
approximately 1.3Mh � 11, where Mh is the number of
spectral points greater than half of the maximum Bragg
peak level within the Bragg echo region [Barrick, 1980].
A typical value of Mh is 5, and n1 = 72. There are no good
ways at present to determine the optimal values of weights
lwM in equation (8). We compare the wave parameters for
other pairs of lwM (M = 1, . ., 6), and discuss the effect of
variations.
[30] The wave parameters are compared with those at

station Ky (Figure 1). Wave parameters are calculated from

En ¼ En að Þ ¼
Z wmax

wmin

Z p

�p
G w; qð Þandqdw; ð9Þ

Figure 3. Time series of (a) significant wave heights (Hs)
and (b) periods (Ts) at Ky (Figure 1). (c) Hourly wind
vectors (UI = (UIcosqI, UIcosqI)) at I (Figure 1) during the
HF radar observation period.

Figure 4. Time series of (a) wave heights HJ, (b) periods
TJ and (c) wave directions (cosqJ, sinqJ) at 26�N and 128�E
predicted by the JMA.
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where a is the parameter of waves such as w. The radar-
estimated wave height is calculated as Hr = 4E0

1/2.
[31] Figure 5 shows the comparison between JMA-

estimated wave heights (Hs) and radar-estimated wave
heights (Hr) at (ir, jb) = (1, 3). The nine radar-estimated
wave heights showed abnormal values and excluded. The
correlation coefficient between Hs and Hr was Rc = 0.87, and
the RMS difference Drms(Hs, Hr) = h(Hs � Hr)

2i1/2 was
0.52 m, where h. . .i denotes averaging. The slope and bias of
the linear regression line (a and b for Hr = aHs + b) are a =
1.02 and b = 0.23 m, respectively. The RMS difference from
the linear regression line was Drms(Hs, aHs + b) = 0.47 m,
and the comparisons are summarized in Table 1. The radar-
estimated wave heights (Hr) were larger than the JMA-
estimated wave heights (Hs) during most of the observation
period. However, JMA wave heights (Hs) were larger than
radar-estimated wave heights (Hr) from 30 August to
1 September 1995, when swell was dominant. In general,
the agreement between Hr and Hs is good.
[32] The JMA significant wave period (Ts) was estimated

by the zero-up-cross method. While there is a definite
relationship between significant wave heights and En(w)

(i.e., Hs = 4E0
1/2), there are no definite relationships between

Ts and En(w). The moment period Tm = 2pE0
1/2E2(w)

�1/2 is
compared with the JMA significant wave period (Ts).
Figure 6 shows the comparison between JMA significant
wave periods (Ts) and radar-estimated moment wave
periods (Tm) at (ir, jb) = (1, 3). The correlation coefficient
between Ts and Tm was Rc = 0.31 (Table 1), and the
correlation is small. However, the general tendency of
change of wave periods Tm is similar to that of Ts. For
example, both Tm and Ts were larger on 23 August and
1 September 1995. The large Tm on September 1 shows that
it is possible to estimate the swell period from HF ocean
radar. The correlation between Ts and Tm from 21 August to
1 September was Rc = 0.57. Nevertheless, there are no
correlations between Ts and Tm on 2 September, when wave
heights were small and wave periods were short. The mean
value of Ts/Tm was 1.53, which is consistent with Goda
[2000].

4.3. Comparison of Wind Parameters

[33] There are no observations of sea surface winds,
however, we can assume that winds at Itokazu are correlated
with sea surface winds in the HF ocean observation area,
and thus the winds at Itokazu are correlated with radar-
estimated winds. Even in the identical twin experiment, the
accuracy of wind speeds is poorer than that of other wave
parameters [Hisaki, 2005]. Because time and spatial scales
for winds and waves are different, the relationship between
wind speeds and the Doppler spectra is not straightforward.
The accuracy of retrieved wind speeds is several times
poorer than that of other wave parameters such as wave
heights and wave periods under short-fetch conditions
[Hisaki, 2005].
[34] Figure 7 shows the comparison between JMA wind

speeds at Itokazu (UI) and radar-estimated wind speeds (uw)
at (ir, jb) = (2, 4). The radar-estimated wind speeds were
correlated with JMAwind speeds at Itokazu. The correlation
coefficient between UI and uw was Rc = 0.75, and the RMS
difference from the linear regression line was 1.9 m/s
(Table 1). The correlation coefficient from 30 August to
1 September, when swell was dominant, was Rc = 0.70,
showing that it is possible to estimate wind speeds from
HF radar Doppler spectra, although there remains room for
improvement. In some cases, wind speeds are overesti-
mated, which is due to the overestimation of spectral
values at higher frequencies.
[35] The sea surface wind direction was estimated from

the ratio of two first-order scatterings [e.g., Hisaki, 2002].
The short-wave directional distribution was expressed as
cos2s((q � qw)/2), where s is the spreading parameters, and s
and qw were estimated. Although wind directions are also
unknowns in constraints (C1)–(C6) in section 2, the initial

Figure 5. Comparison between JMA significant wave
heights Hs and radar-estimated wave heights Hr at (ir, jb) =
(1, 3) for case 1. (a) Time series (solid line, Hr; dashed line,
Hs) and (b) scatter diagram.

Table 1. Comparison Between HF Ocean Radar-Derived

Parameters and Japanese Meteorological Agency (JMA) Parameters

Hs � Hr Ts � Tm uw � UI qI � qw Hs � Hr (Case 2)

Rc 0.87 0.31 0.75 0.88 0.83
Drms 0.52, m 49.6� 0.67, m
Regression line
a 1.02 0.19 0.61 0.93 0.99
b 0.23, m 3.54, s 0.39, m/s �14.7� 0.45, m
Drms 0.47, m 0.71, s 1.92, m/s 44.1� 0.52, m
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guess of wind directions is determined from the ratio of two
first-order scatterings. The parameters s and qw are estimated
assuming that these parameters are not dependent on
radial grids (ir, jb) in the initial guess. The estimated
wind vectors are dependent on the initial guess.
[36] Figure 8 shows the comparison between JMA wind

directions at Itokazu (qI) and radar-estimated wind speeds
(qw) at (ir, jb) = (2, 4). The correlation coefficient was Rc =
0.88 (Table 1), and it was found to be possible to estimate
wind directions by HF ocean radar. However, the accuracy
of estimations of wind direction was poorer than those of
Hisaki [2002]. The RMS difference from the linear regres-
sion line is 31� in the work of Hisaki [2002], but 44� in the
present case. Note that dual radars were used by Hisaki
[2002], while a single radar was used in the present study. In
the case of single radar, the solution of (s, qw) was not
determined uniquely.

4.4. Sensitivity to Weights

[37] The estimated wave spectra are dependent on lwM
(M = 1, .., 6). We calculated wave spectra for other pairs of
lwM (M = 1, .., 6). The weights in equation (8) are lw1 =
(72/11)1/2, lw2 = lw3 = lw6 = 1, lw5 = 0.1 and lw4 = 102

(hereafter referred to as case 2). The weights in the second

step (see section 2.2) are the same as those in case 1. Only
the parameter lw5 in the third step is different from that in
case 1.
[38] Figure 9 shows the comparison between JMA

wave heights (Hs) and radar-estimated wave heights
(Hr) at (ir, jb) = (1, 3) for case 1. The correlation
coefficient between JMA significant Hs and Hr was Rc =
0.83, and the RMS difference was Drms(Hs, Hr) = 0.67 m
(Table 1). The radar-estimated wave heights for case 2
were larger than those for case 1, and the accuracy was
poorer; however, there are 38 samples that satisfy jHr

(case 2) � Hsj < jHr (case 1) � Hsj, which are shown in
Figure 9. Specifically, the values of Hr for case 2 are closer
to Hs than those for case 1 from 30 August to 1 September
when swell was dominant. This result shows that the
weight lw5 should be smaller when swell is dominant.
The value lw5 = 1 tends to oversmooth for swell con-
ditions, because the wave spectral peak associated with the
swell is sharper than that of wind waves.
[39] Wave spectra for other pairs of lwM (M = 1, .., 6) are

also calculated for: case 3, same weights as case 1 but for

Figure 6. Comparison between the JMA significant wave
period Ts and radar-estimated moment wave periods Tm at
(ir, jb) = (1, 3) for case 1. (a) Time series (solid line, Tm;
dashed line, Ts) and (b) scatter diagram.

Figure 7. Comparison between radar-estimated wind
speeds uw at (ir, jb) = (2, 4) and JMA wind speeds at
Itokazu UI for case 1. (a) Time series (solid line, UI; solid
circle, uw) and (b) scatter diagram (open rectangle: UI and
uw from 0000 Japanese Standard Time (JST) to 2200 JST on
30 August 1995).
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lw5 = 10; case 4, same weights as case 1 but for lw3 = lw6 =
0.1; case 5, same weights as case 1 but for lw3 = lw6 = 10.0;
case 6, same weights as case 1 but for lw3 = 0.01 in the
second step (section 2.2); and case 7, same weights as case
1 but for lw3 = 1.0 in the second step. Table 2 summarizes
the comparison between radar-estimated wave heights at
(ir, jb) = (1, 3) and in situ observations. The effect of
varying weights on wave estimation is not large. In case 3,
the difference between radar-estimated wave heights and in
situ observations is somewhat smaller than that in case 1.
Because radar-estimated wave heights tend to be over-
estimated except in swell conditions as in case 1, the
agreement of wave heights is improved in case 3. On the
other hand, there are no significant differences in wave
estimation between case 1 and cases 4 or 5. We also
investigated the effect of varying weights lw4 and lw6 on
wave estimation, and found that the effect was small. The
weight lw3 (regularization constraints in frequency-direction
grids) is the most important for wave estimation.
[40] The difference in wave estimation between cases 1

and 6 is also small, however, the accuracy of radar-
estimated wave heights for case 7 is poorer than that for
case 1. Because the number of iterations is limited, the
estimated wave spectra are dependent on the initial guess.
The initial wave spectra estimated in the second step

(section 2.2) are not dependent on the radial grid points.
Therefore the initial wave spectra are not less sensitive to
the noise in measured Doppler spectra than wave spectra
estimated in the third step. The weight lw3 (constraint C3)
in the second step is expected to be smaller than that in the
third step.

4.5. Examples of Observed Waves

[41] Figure 10 shows the mean wave heights during the
HF radar observation period for case 1. The radar-estimated
wave heights Hr, which are significantly different from Hs,
are not used for the average. Most of the wave conditions
were fetch-unlimited during the observation period, and the
wave fields were almost homogeneous. The wave heights
were larger in the eastern part of the HF radar observation
area, where fetch is longer and wind speeds are larger
because of its offshore location. Nevertheless, the difference
between minimum and maximum mean wave heights was
only approximately 0.15 m.
[42] Figure 11 shows the time series of radar-estimated

mean wave direction qr at (ir, jb) = (4, 3) for case 1, JMA
wind directions at Itokazu (qI) and JMA wave directions qJ
(Figure 4c). The radar-estimated mean wave direction is qr =

Figure 8. Comparison between JMA wind directions at
Itokazu qI and radar-estimated wind directions qw at (ir, jb) =
(2, 4) for case 1. (a) Time series (solid line, qI; solid
circle, qw) and (b) scatter diagram.

Figure 9. Same as Figure 5 but for case 2. Open
rectangles show the radar-estimated wave heights for
case 2 (Hr(case 2)), when jHr(case 2) � Hsj < jHr(case 1) �
Hsj.
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E1(q)E0
�1, and the center of the numerical integration range

with respect to the direction q for calculating E1(q) is the
peak direction. If the directional distribution is symmetrical
with respect to the peak direction, qr is equal to the peak
direction.
[43] Most of the radar-estimated wave directions are

close to either JMA wind directions (qI) or JMA wave
directions (qJ). However, there are some cases in which
radar-estimated wave directions are significantly different
from both JMA wind directions and JMA wave directions,
indicating that left-right ambiguity was not removed in
these cases. Left-right ambiguity with respect to the radar
radial was removed from constraints (C3) (equation (4):
energy balance equation) and (C6) (equation (7): regulari-
zation constraints in spatial radial grids) in section 2. For a

given wave height and wave directional distribution, the
second-order Doppler spectrum is the smallest where the
dominant wave propagates perpendicular to the beam di-
rection. The sensitivity of the Doppler spectrum shape to the
dominant wave direction is the smallest in the perpendicular
case. Therefore the removal of ambiguity is affected by the
noise, especially when the wave direction is perpendicular
to the boresight direction: �110� or 70� (ya = �20.75�).
[44] The radar-estimated wave directions were closer to

the JMA wave directions than to the JMA wind directions
for 30 and 31 August when swell was dominant. On the
other hand, the radar-estimated wave directions were closer
to the JMAwind directions than to the JMAwave directions
on 3 and 4 September.
[45] Figure 12 shows examples of radar-estimated wave

spectra at (ir, jb) = (4, 1). Figures 12a and 12c are the
frequency spectra �( f ), and Figures 12b and 12d are the
normalized directional distributions D( f, q) = 2pG(w, q)/
�( f ), where f = w/(2p) is the wave frequency. The integral
of the normalized directional distributions D(f, q) with
respect to the direction q is 1. Figures 12a and 12b are
radar-estimated wave spectra for case 1 at 10 Japanese
Standard Time (JST) on 24 August when the wave height
was large due to the typhoon (Figures 3 and 5a). The JMA
significant wave height is Hs = 3.17 m, and the radar-
estimated wave height is Hr = 3.3 m; the peak wave

Table 2. Comparison Between JMA Wave Heights for Various

Parameters Hs and HF Ocean Radar-Derived Wave Heights Hr

Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7

Rc 0.87 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.69
Drms 0.45, m 0.52, m 0.53, m 0.56, m 0.74, m
Regression line
a 0.91 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.78
b 0.25, m 0.26, m 0.27, m 0.28, m 0.79, m
Drms 0.43, m 0.46, m 0.47, m 0.51, m 0.53, m

Figure 10. Mean wave heights during the HF radar observation period for case 1. Unit is meters.
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frequency is 0.115 Hz. Figures 12c and 12d are radar-
estimated wave spectra for case 2 at 2 JST on 31 August
when swell was dominant. The JMA significant wave
height is Hs = 2.67 m, and the radar-estimated wave height
is Hr = 2.31 m; the peak wave frequency is 0.1 Hz.
Although the wave height in Figure 12c is smaller than
that in Figure 12a, the peak wave frequency in Figure 12c
is lower than that in Figure 12a. In addition, the direc-
tional distribution in Figure 12d is narrower than that in
Figure 12b near the peak frequency. These facts indicate
that the spectral peak in Figure 12c shows swell, that is,
the present method is capable of identifying swell.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

[46] The method proposed by Hisaki [2005] to estimate
ocean wave spectra from HF ocean radar was applied to
observed Doppler spectra. The method is based on the
integral equation, which relates first- and second-order
Doppler spectra to the wave spectrum, the energy balance
equation and regularization constraints. The integral equa-
tion which relates the second-order Doppler spectrum to the
wave spectrum is discretized in the nonlinear form. Thus the
present method can dynamically extrapolate wave spectra at
positions where the SN ratio of Doppler spectra is not good.
During the HF radar observation period, the wave field was
affected by a typhoon. As a result, there was a period when
swell was dominant. Wave parameters estimated by HF
ocean radar were compared with in situ observations, and
the agreement of radar-estimated wave heights Hr and JMA
significant wave heights Hs was found to be good. Never-
theless, there were some cases in which radar-estimated
wave heights were found to be overestimated. Doppler
spectra are significantly affected by noise, causing wave
heights to be overestimated.
[47] The correlation between radar-estimated moment

periods Tm and JMA significant wave periods Ts estimated
by the zero-up-cross method was not good, probably
because there are no definite relationships between mo-
ment period and significant wave period. Nevertheless,
the mean value of Ts/Tm is consistent with that found
in previous study [Goda, 2000], and a correlation
was identified between Ts and Tm from 21 August to

1 September, when the wave heights and periods changed
significantly.
[48] There was found to be a correlation between radar-

estimated wind speeds and wind speeds at the station near
the HF radar observation area, even in swell conditions.
However, there remain cases in which wind speeds were
overestimated due to the overestimation of spectral values
at higher frequencies, because the initial guess of wind
speeds is determined from spectral values at higher fre-
quencies. The method using spectral values at higher
frequencies is promising for wind speed estimation from
HF ocean radar because it can be applied in both wind
wave and swell conditions. The proposed method by
Dexter and Teodoridis [1982], which uses the relationship
between wind speed and radar-estimated wave parameters,
can be applied only in wind wave conditions. It is possible
to estimate spectral values at higher frequencies only by
nonlinear inversion, because linear inversion assumes that
spectra form at higher frequencies, and spectral values at
higher frequencies are not estimated. In the linearization of
the integral equation relating the second-order radar cross
section to the ocean wave directional, the short-wave
directional spectrum is replaced with the spectral form
inferred from the first-order scattering [e.g., Lipa and
Barrick, 1986].
[49] It is possible to estimate wind direction from a single

radar, however, accuracy is poorer than that of estimations
made using dual radar data. Noise affects the estimation of
wind direction with a single radar more seriously than with
dual radar. The wind directions are determined primarily in
the first step (section 2.2), and are obtained by estimating
(s, qw) for the cos

2s((q � qw)/2) directional distribution from
first-order Doppler spectrum ratios [e.g., Hisaki, 2002]. In
general, noise is not a problem in determining wind
direction, since it is obtained from first-order peaks that
are well above the noise. A possible explanation of the
discrepancy is that the parameters (s, qw) are not determined
uniquely for observed first-order ratios. First-order Doppler
spectrum ratios are not sensitive to noise, but the solution
(s, qw) is sensitive to noise for the observed first-order
ratios.
[50] The radar-estimated wave directions in the present

study are consistent with JMA-estimated wave directions and
wind directions. During the swell period, radar-estimated
wave directions were closer to JMA wave directions than
to JMA wind directions; however, there are cases in which
left-right ambiguity cannot be removed. The removal is
affected by the noise, especially if the wave is almost
perpendicular to the beam direction.
[51] The initial guess is important for estimating wave

spectra and winds, not only because the convergence speed
depends on it but also because the iteration does not seek
the global minimum of U(x) but rather the local minimum
of U(x). If the initial values of wave spectra in the first
step are arbitrary, the algorithm did not converge to the
solution [Hisaki, 2005]. The present method to obtain
initial guess is valid from the result in section 4, but it
is necessary to develop the method of seeking the global
minimum of U(x).
[52] The optimal values of weights lwM (M = 1, .., 6) are

dependent on wave conditions. For example, the weights for
regularization constraints in the wave frequency-direction

Figure 11. Time series of radar-estimated mean wave
direction qr at (ir, jb) = (4, 3) for case 1 (solid circle), JMA
wind directions at Itokazu qI (solid line) and JMA wave
directions qJ (open rectangle).
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plane area smaller in swell-dominant conditions. The radar-
estimated wave directional spectrum during the swell in the
present observation period shows a lower peak frequency
and narrow directional distribution.
[53] The final goal of the present study was to develop a

method of estimating ocean wave spectra from HF ocean
radar robust to noise. Therefore we must develop an
algorithm to extract first- and second-order scattering, even
though the Doppler spectrum is significantly contaminated
by the noise. Furthermore, a method of easily determining
the best values of weights lwM (M = 1, .., 6) also remains to

be developed, together with an algorithm to control data
quality.
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Figure 12. (a) Radar-estimated frequency spectra �( f ) for case 1 at 1000 JST on 24 August 1995,
(b) normalized directional distributions D( f, q) = 2pG(w, q)/�( f ) (%) for case 1 at 1000 JST on 24
August 1995, (c) same as Figure 12a but for case 2 at 0200 JST on 31 August 1995, and (d) same as
Figure 12b but for case 2 at 0200 JST on 31 August 1995. The lines in Figure s 12b and 12d show mean
directions as a function of wave frequency.
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